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 The controlled sliding of two dimensional colloidal crystals over perfectly regular, 
laser-generated "corrugation" potential provides a playground for the real-space 
microscopic investigation of the mechanisms governing friction in controlled crystalline 
interface conditions [1,2]. 
In the general case when the monolayer and optical lattices are mismatched, two main 
phases can occur: a superlubric phase, characterized by essentially null static friction, and 
a pinned phase, with all or most colloids sitting near the corrugation minima, thus requiring 
a finite force to be set in motion. 
 At equilibrium, the superlubric phase is generally misaligned to the corrugation 
potential. 
The transition to the pinned phase leads to a rearrangement of the colloidal pattern to a 
locally aligned and matched configuration. 
We find a maximum (both static and dynamic) friction at the optimal misalignment angle 
[3]. 
 In the pinned phase, a time-oscillating corrugation amplitude can lead to 
synchronized motion, producing (Shapiro) steps in the velocity-applied 
force characteristics. 
 The microscopic mechanisms addressed in these colloidal analog systems, can 
provide precious insight in experiments involving incommensurate adsorbed monolayers 
and crystalline contacts. 
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